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Let £ be an arbitrary set of power and suppose that with every element 
x of E there is associated a non empty.set fix) such that for any .x the power of the 
set / ( x ) is smaller, than a given cardinal number K/j which is smaller than . We 
say that' the subset r of E has the property T^q, p), where q and p are two cardinal 
numbers such that p ^ q ^ X , , , if r = q and 
Consider the following ' 
P r o p o s i t i o n . Under the above conditions E has a subset T with the property 
This proposition was proved in [1] for not the sum of or fewer cardinal 
numbers less than for of the form Kv+a) and — using the generalized continuum 
hypothesis — in the remaining case too. 
We define the sequence { ?„}„<„ as follows: 
' V i = « V ?2=<»n ' •••> y»+i=<°yn' •••• 
We shall prove in this paper the following 
T h e o r e m . If 
a ) " c f ( y ) > 0 , a = y„+ 1 and p<y„, or b) c f ( a ) > 0 and cox = a, 
then the above proposition is true. 
We shall use the following notations. For any subset f of E let 
n , U (/(-v)n/(>)) . 
x,y£r . 
x*y -
For any cardinal number r we denote by r + the cardinal number immediately 
following r. The symbols 5 and y denote the cardinal number of the set S and the 
ordinal number y, respectively. For every ordinal number r, denotes the least 
cardinal number n such that can be expressed as the sum of n cardinal numbers 
each'«=:tfr. 
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By the proof of the theorem we shall use the following 
T h e o r e m 1. If is not the sum of K/j or fewer cardinal numbers less than 
then the above proposition is true. (See [1], theorem 1.) 
T h e o r e m 2. Let be a singular cardinal number, r 0 a cardinal number which 
Is smaller than and <toc/(tI) a sequence of regular cardinal numbers such that 
(<t>t), max {Kc/(a)-, fy.to} and Ka = 2 Kv4- I f , for every 
,i<a>c/<«) 
4 < toCf(<*) • ' s a subset of power of E such that E^ has a subset E\ with the 
property i'o), then E has a subset with the property [X c / ( l )-r0]+) . (See 
[1], theorem 4.) 
T h e o r e m 3. Let coa be an initial number which is not confinai to œ and M a 
subset of W(coa) — <0)a}. Suppose that to every element a£M there corresponds 
an ordinal number g(y) such that g(y)<y for y > 0 (and g(0) = 0 for 0 Ç . M ) . If 
fV(o}x) — M does not contain a closed subset confinai to W(<±>a) (i. e. M is a stationary 
subset of W(cox)), then there exists an ordinal number 7i <0Ja and a stationary subset 
.N of M such that g(y)^n for every y (See [2], theorem 2.) 
T h e o r e m 4. Let coa be an initial number > o and q a regular ordinal number 
of the second kind with Q < aj a . The set of all ordinal numbers A < a>a of the second 
kind which are confinai to Q, is a stationary subset of W(COA). (See [3], theorem 8.) 
P r o o f of t h e t h e o r e m . We are going to prove a). The proof of b) is quite 
similar and will be omitted. Let 
A"o> x.l > •••> Xui' Xa+l > •••> x(> ••• ( ^ f f l j 
be a well-ordering of the type a>a of the set E. By the hypothesis, p<yn. Hence 
/? + l < y „ i. e. o)p+i <f t ) y n =7, , + 1 = a . Let now M={/ i v } v < a be the set of all ordinal 
numbers of the second kind of W(a) which are confinai to (Op+1. By theorem 4 
M is a stationary subset of W(a). Put 
Ev = {x„\ ri^œllv}. 
Obviously E v = $ P v . Since is not the sum of or fewer cardinal number less 
than there exists, by theorem 1. a subset Tv of Ey with the property 7XX„V, N„v). 
Hence, the power of the set 77rv is smaller than 
Put nr„ = and g(pv) — e,.- Thus we have associated with every element pv of 
M an ordinal number g(pv) such lhat g(nv)<fiv for every nv£M. By theorem 3 
there exists an ordinal number 7r<a and a stationary subset M' of M such that 
g ( t i v ) ^ n for every f i v £ M ' . 
Let {/'v„}l/<(0c/(v) be a subset of thé type coc/(y) of M' such that lim/(V ) i=a. 
Consider now an increasing sequence },(<i0(,/(v) of regular cardinal numbers 
-= such that for every 
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Let r ' . be a subset of power Kr of Tv . It is obvious that n r \ S n — rn-V ( ( X » I) + 1 V t J U 
Thus by theorem 2 there exists a subset of E with the property T(#a, [Kc/Wro]+)» 
The theorem is proved. 
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